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hierarchy of the Catholic Church and the Catholic Orders in
France. According to the official figures of 1876, there were
then 55,369 men employed in the organization of the Church
in France. Nine-tenths of the priests, according to Lecanuet,
were recruited from the sons of artisans or labourers: and the
bishops were reproaching the upper classes for not giving their
sons to the Church. But during the following generation the
Catholic Orders—especially the Jesuits and missionizing socie-
ties—attracted many young men and women of the old gentry.
Of the 2,464 Jesuits in France in 1878, over a quarter were also
missionaries. The development of the French colonial empire
in Africa and Indo-China opened up fresh opportunities for
service of the Faith: and in the first decade of the Republic,
some 40,000 Frenchmen served as Catholic missionaries.
In these ways the energies and ambitions of a section of the
older aristocracy and gentry were diverted away from the
democratic regime which they disliked: but were harnessed to
the service of France as a nation, and of the Church as a social-
service body. This social diversion was not without its in-
fluences, direct and indirect, on the functioning of the regime.1
The Oligarchy
An impressive feature of French life—as of British—was,
throughout the Third Republic, the division between the old
aristocracy of title and local prestige, and the new aristocracy
of industrial wealth. In the latter decades of the nineteenth
century, large industrial concerns, trusts and cartels, brought
a new and startling element into French life, hitherto used to
the small unit of production both in agriculture and industry.
The later stages of the Industrial Revolution brought to power
a new class of very wealthy—and very powerful—financiers
and trust magnates, whose grip on French economy was sym-
1 Cf. the valuable studies of E. Lecanuet: L'gglise de France sous
la Troisiem Rtpublique, 1870-94 (2 Vols. 1910); C. S. Philips: The
Church in France, 1848-1907 (1936); A. Debidour: L'£glise Catholique et
V£tat sous la Troisieme Rtpublique (2 Vols. 1906); and ibid., Histcire des
Rapports de I'gglise et de l>£tat en France (1898).

